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NoVA
TM R

seLectoRiZed siNGLe ANd dUAL stAtioNs



uncompromising craftsmanship 
in an affordable package.

maximize Your investment

the nautilus® nova line offers you the same commitment to 

biomechanical and mechanical excellence as the rest of 

the nautilus® strength lines in a more affordable package. 

the modern streamlined design minimizes floor space 

requirements with the ability to closely arrange machines, 

making this line of strength equipment perfect for facilities 

with limited space. nautilus® nova delivers maximum results 

without sacrificing any quality, and offers facilities with limited 

resources the opportunity to maximize their investment.  

attention to detail

We are committed to providing superior strength equipment 

that is high-quality, functional, yet comfortable and packed 

with features.

the nautilus® nova line uses the same 11-gauge steel 
frame tubes and commercial-grade components as our 
other popular nautilus nitro® plus and xpload® strength 
lines.

the kevlar® reinforced belt drive system, double-sealed 
bearings, four-bar linkage and ultra-low friction guide 
rod bearings provide a longer life, a smoother feel and a 
stronger weight transport system than conventional cable 
drive systems.

marine-grade, contoured upholstery adds  comfort, 
longevity and improved aesthetics over flat pads.

bright colored adjustment handles add to user-friendliness, 
along with fully-illustrated instructions on each station.
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LESS RESISTANCE

GREATER RESISTANCE

optimal strength curve technologY™. 

barriers: zero.  
performance: amazing.

during any exercise, an individual’s strength varies at different 

points. other machines don’t address this strength curve— 

instead, the weight remains constant from beginning to end. this 

can limit muscle recruitment and overall performance.

enter optimal strength curve technology™. driven by our four- bar 

linkage system, cam design, or a combination of both, this unique 

technology dynamically matches the body’s potential increases 

and decreases in strength. nautilus® nova equipment users get 

immediate, smooth resistance and proper muscle loading through the 

complete range of motion. leading to unprecedented results.

optimal strength curve technology™ 
ensures smooth resistance and  
proper muscle loading through  

the entire movement.

4 keY features of nautilus®  
nova equipment 

Increased visibility through transparent weight towers.•	

Integrated 5 lb. increment “drop down” add-on weight system  •	

User-friendly molded accessory tray accommodates  •	
a variety of items

Quick and easy seat adjustments with a safe and                       •	
solid pop-pin system



upper bodY

Pec fLy s8Pf 
provides 140 degrees of rotation 
throughout a shoulder- friendly movement 
that targets the larger, lower portion of 
pectoral major for massive gains.

dimensions:   56" W x 52" l x 57" h 
143 W x 132 l x 145 h cm

oVeRheAd PRess s8oP 
provides easy entry movement arm start 
position without compromising full-range 
exercise, along with multiple grip positions.

dimensions:  50" W x 55" l x 57" h 
127 W x 140 l x 145 h cm

comPoUNd Row s8cR 
Accommodates user- defined movement 
paths and independent motion with dual-
cable handles.

dimensions:  22" W x 76" l x 72" h 
56 W x 193 l x 183 h cm

LAteRAL RAise s8LR 
provides full-range, single-joint rotary 
movement for the deltoids with pivoting 
handle grips that accommodate different 
forearm lengths.

dimensions:  46" W x 34" l x 57" h 
117 W x 87 l x 145 h cm

bicePs cURL s8bc  
features supinated pivoting handle for varying 
forearm lengths and an extra thick elbow pad 
for added comfort and proper positioning.

dimensions:  44" W x 47" l x 57" h 
112 W x 120 l x 145 h cm

tRicePs PRess s8tP
provides increased contraction of the 
triceps with pivoting handles that ensure 
proper wrist alignment and comfort.

dimensions:  33" W x 57" l x 57" h 
84 W x 145 l x 145 h cm



loWer bodY

upper bodY

core

LAt PULLdowN s8LAtP 
independent dual-cable handles provide 
multiple movement paths with a front pull 
design.

dimensions:  22" W x 58" l x 82" h 
56 W x 148 l x 208 h cm

Low bAck s8Lb 
provides isolated full-range lumbar 
exercise, while the adjustable foot 
platform positions the knees above the 
hip joint and eliminates pelvic thrust and 
maintains axis alignment.

dimensions:  48" W x 54" l x 57" h 
122 W x 137 l x 145 h cm

AbdomiNAL s8Ab 
the movement arm isolates the abdominal 
sheath, while the pads and hand grips 
provide upper body stabilization.

dimensions:  38" W x 47" l x 57" h 
97 W x 120 l x 145 h cm

LeG exteNsioN s8Le 
positions the body to allow maximum range 
extension, while maintaining axis alignment. the 
reclined seat back prevents hamstring interference 
and maximizes full-range quadriceps contraction.

dimensions:  47" W x 54" l x 57" h 
120 W x 137 l x 145 h cm

seAted LeG cURL s8Lc
the reclined seat back angle provides full range 
hamstring contraction, while the coupled movement 
arm technology reduces knee strain and maintains 
axis alignment.

dimensions:  47" W x 66" l x 57" h 
120 W x 168 l x 145 h cm



dual function

mULti-chest s8mch
the multi-chest with trailing-link movement 
arm provides a variable pectoral workout.

    dependent action, trailing-link movement
    arm provides incline, decline and flat
    bench movements

    multiple handgrip positions with oversized
    handles for comfort

    adjustable back pad for varying starting
    position stretch

dimensions:   55” W x 55” l x 57” h 
140 W x 140 l x 145 h cm

LeG PRess/cALf PRess s8LPcR
patented four-bar linkage technology controls
position and angle of the articulating foot platform 
to reduce knee stress, while allowing additional 
hip rotation.

    extra wide platform allows varying foot
    placement with an entry/exit assist handle

    thick contoured back pad for comfort and
    lumbar support

    unique, non-slip footpad lip allows for calf press
    movements as a dual function

dimensions:  47” W x 70” l x 72” h 
120 W x 178 l x 183 h cm

hiP AbdUctioN/AddUctioN s8AA  
Unique individual strength profiles for each 
movement provides more functional muscle loading 
and isolation

    movement arm easily adjusts for different
    starting positions from the exercise position

    Weight stack location provides user privacy
    and easy accessibility

    movement arm easily adjusts for different
    starting positions

    full seat back design supports the entire
    spine for added safety during exercise

dimensions:  29” W x 65” l x 57” h 
74 W x 165 l x 145 h cm
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dual function

biceP cURL/tRiceP exteNsioN s8bcte 
combines two key arm exercises into one compact, 
dual-functioning machine.

    bicep movements can performed in both seated
    and standing positions

    Walk-in design for easy entry and exit

    rope hand grip with ball ends allow for better
    grip and comfort during tricep exercises.

dimensions:  22” W x 60” l x 72” h 
56 W x 153 l x 183 h cm

LeG exteNsioN/LeG cURL s8LeLc
combines the unique features of two leg machines into one 
with individual strength curves for optimal biomechanics and a 
user-friendly design.

    reclined seat back angle prevents quadriceps from
    interfering with full-range hamstring contraction

    long range seat back adjustment provides axis alignment
    for all users

    kneepad releases out of way for easy entry/exit

dimensions:  47” W x 66” l x 57” h 
120 W x 168 l x 145 h cm

AbdomiNAL/Low bAck s8AbLb 
unmatched biomechanics isolate the abdominals 
and back extensors like no other dual machine for 
the ultimate core workout.

    combination of elbow and back pads with hand 
    grips provide upper body stabilization eliminating
    low back muscle involvement

    adjustable foot platform positions knees above
    hip joint thus eliminating pelvic thrust and
    maintaining axis alignment

    contoured lower back pad allows for full-range
    extension

dimensions:  42” W x 56” l x 57” h 
107 W x 142 l x 145 h cm

LAt PULLdowN/comPoUNd Row s8LtcR 
combines two vital back strengthening exercises in one
compact machine.

    accommodates multiple movement paths with dual-cable
    handles providing user with direct upper torso workout

    front pull design to eliminates shoulder impingement

    angled seat with large, non-slip foot bar provides the
    ultimate in rowing stabilization

dimensions:  22” W x 72” l x 82” h 
56 W x 183 l x 208 h cm
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frame:  

Upholstery:                               (Due to the nature of the printing process, texture and colors are approximate.) 

nautilus® nova color options

white iNdUstRiAL
 siLVeR

PoweRhoUse bLAck
GRANite

ALLsPice AZURe  bLAck  chARcoAL  GLeN  GRAy
  cheRRy GRAy GReeN  

jAde LAPis  LoLLiPoP oUtbAck PURPLe  sLAte
 bLUe   ReiGN bLAck

a WarrantY that endures.

We’ve stood behind our products for more than four decades. our nova line continues that tradition with 
some of the best warranties in the industry. You get a 12-year warranty on frames and welded parts, a 
3-year warranty on other moving parts, a 1-year labor warranty, and a 6-month warranty on upholstery, 
pads and grips.

*the labor warranty is not applicable to shipments outside of the united states.

first We test our nova line. then We torture it.

You can count on our equipment to handle the never-ending demands of your members. every nautilus® 
product goes through rigorous testing in the harshest environments under the most extreme performance 
conditions. and all testing is done in-house with a dedicated team of engineers.
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a heritage of innovationTM R


